
 

Songline Composition: Connection to Place    Name: 

 

My special place that I painted is: 

 

Task 1: Brainstorm some descriptive words about your special place.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 2: Write some descriptive sentences about your special place and break up the 

words into syllables. Try and keep your sentences less than 16 Syllables. 

 

For Example: I hear the wa-ter lap-ping at the ri-ver bank. (12 syllables) 
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Task 3: Melody Line 1 - Draw a pitch map based on a line from your painting in Art.  

1. Highlight 1 line on your Photoshop drawing. 

2. Draw the shape of this line (called a pitch map) onto the grid below, fitting it across the 4 bars.  

3. Start the pitch map on a red note. 

4. Try and end it on a red, yellow or blue note. 

5. Write 1 or 2 descriptive sentences in the lyrics line. You can put 1 or 2 syllables in each box. 

6. Use the textas or coloured pencils to colour in the box in your pitch map which will link with each syllable.  

7. Write the rhythm notes in under the lyrics. 

 
Line 1 1    2    3    4    
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Task 4: Melody Line 2 - Draw a second pitch map based on a line from your painting in Art.  

1. Highlight 1 line on your Photoshop drawing. 

2. Draw the shape of this line (called a pitch map) onto the grid below, fitting it across the 4 bars.  

3. Start the pitch map on a red note. 

4. Try and end it on a red, yellow or blue note. 

5. Write 1 or 2 descriptive sentences in the lyrics line. You can put 1 or 2 syllables in each box. 

6. Use the textas or coloured pencils to colour in the box in your pitch map which will link with each syllable.  
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Extension: Melody Line 3 - Draw a third pitch map based on a line from your painting in Art.  

1. Highlight 1 line on your Photoshop drawing. 

2. Draw the shape of this line (called a pitch map) onto the grid below, fitting it across the 4 bars.  

3. Start the pitch map on a red note. 

4. Try and end it on a red, yellow or blue note. 

5. Write 1 or 2 descriptive sentences in the lyrics line. You can put 1 or 2 syllables in each box. 

6. Use the textas or coloured pencils to colour in the box in your pitch map which will link with each syllable.  
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